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ScubaTrakScubaTrak——your personalyour personal
diver information systemdiver information system

A valuable resource regardless of your skill level or specialty,
from new students to professional technical divers, for 
organizing and protecting all the details that make a dive a 
priceless memory and a valuable part of  your diving history.

It is an innovative way to store and share all aspects of your 
diving adventures, including buddies, locations, dive shops, 
transportation, dive statistics from multiple dive computers 
or with different gas mixtures, equipment, service records, 
checklists, images, notes and much more.

Intuitively leads you through simple, but comprehensive 
journaling to record all the important data that will enable 
you to not only recall and review the details for future 
reference, planning or research, but also help you to be a 
safer diver and a better dive buddy.



ScubaTrakScubaTrak InstallationInstallation

During installation you During installation you 
will be asked to read the will be asked to read the 
license agreement and to license agreement and to 
place a check in a box place a check in a box 
confirming that you confirming that you 
accept it. Installation will accept it. Installation will 
create the required path, create the required path, 
if not foundif not found——
c:c:\\winappswinapps\\scubatrakscubatrak–– in in 
to which it will load the to which it will load the 
program files and create program files and create 
the database.the database.



Registering Registering ScubaTrakScubaTrak

The Evaluation product, The Evaluation product, 
is restricted to 6 dive is restricted to 6 dive 
entries and limited entries and limited 
features. To receive a features. To receive a 
Registration Key and Registration Key and 
activate the full product activate the full product 
you will need to access you will need to access 
www.aquawww.aqua--addict.netaddict.net.  .  
You must record your You must record your 
Dive Certification ID Dive Certification ID 
number and make a number and make a 
payment via a credit payment via a credit 
card or check. card or check. 

http://www.aqua-addict.net/


User ProfileUser Profile
Before you enter your dive 
data you’ll create your user 
ID and password. 

The first time you start 
ScubaTrak a User 
Information screen will be 
displayed for recording
and storing 
your personal,
your dive 
default 
data and
your dive
certifications.



ScubaTrakScubaTrak AssistantAssistant

forfor
quickquick
accessaccess
toto
keykey
featuresfeatures



Navigation & Tool BarsNavigation & Tool Bars

The Navigation Bar and the Tool Bar are located at the The Navigation Bar and the Tool Bar are located at the 
top of the top of the ScubaTrak ScubaTrak window.  The icon "buttons" window.  The icon "buttons" 
represent shortcuts or "tools" for the common tasks represent shortcuts or "tools" for the common tasks 
you will use when adding or editing your data in you will use when adding or editing your data in 
ScubaTrakScubaTrak.  Some of the icons may be "grayed" to .  Some of the icons may be "grayed" to 
indicate that button does not have a function in the indicate that button does not have a function in the 
particular screen you are viewing. particular screen you are viewing. 



Key FeaturesKey Features A Buddy, a Location and a 
Transportation entry are 
all key elements of a Dive 
entry.  Remember BLT!

The features have related or 
repeated  elements within 
their screens that link 
them together, reduce
data entry, and make 
learning easy.

Any record may be updated at any time as more information 
becomes available.  Over time the more data you record about each 
past dive experience, the more valuable ScubaTrak will become, 
not just to help you relive great memories, but also as a tool for 
evaluating your diving proficiency and as a resource for planning 
future diving adventures.



DivesDives
Dive screens are the heart of ScubaTrak

and the feature that sets it apart from 
all other diving software.

Dive detail screen fields will change for 
Scuba, Nitrox, Semi-Closed or Closed-
Circuit Rebreather dives just by 
selecting a button or by changing 
the default standard air setting.  

New Buddy, Location, or Transportation 
data may be entered into
those features without
ever leaving the Dive
detail screen.

Data may even be
imported directly
from your dive 
computer. 



Dive ScreensDive Screens
SemiSemi--Closed CircuitClosed Circuit

Open Open ClosedClosed
Circuit/Circuit/ CircuitCircuit
Nitrox        Nitrox        RebreatherRebreather



Dive Dive 
OptionsOptions

There are drop-down fields in the 
Detail screens that allow you to select 
options for terrain type, water type, 
bottom type, dive type, current type, and visibility.
These Dive Options are edited in ScubaTrak Administrator.



ReportsReports

Reports in the Dive Detail Screen 
give you a choice of printing a 
report in either a “dive log” format 
or a summary format of the details 
of a single dive or a range of dives, 
or a statistical analysis report of 
your selected dives.



Dive StatisticsDive Statistics
Select all your dives or a range
of related dives to calculate  
the averages for these dive 
statistics—depths, temperatures,
dive equipment type (Open/
Semi-Closed/Closed Circuit),

Respiratory Minute
Volume/Surface
Consumption Rate
(RMV/SCR), dive
computers, locations, 
buddies or dive types
to analyze trends or
track improvements.



Calculator Calculator & Dive Tables& Dive Tables
These and other handy tools are included with the product.  Paths to 
other dive tables or calculators, either web-based or scanned-in and 
stored onto the local hard drive may be linked in the User Profile.



BuddiesBuddies

A Buddy profile 
might include 
every diver with 
whom you have 
ever shared a 
diving adventure 
or may only 
consist of a few 
select buddies 
with whom you 
dive frequently. 



LocationLocation

A Location entry is any
individual dive site. 

This should not be just 
the "general" location, as in 
Catalina Island, but rather 
include the marked dive site 
name as well; for example: 
Catalina Island–Bird Rock.



GPS Waypoint DatabaseGPS Waypoint Database

Easy GPS utility 
enables you to 
import  waypoints  
from a variety of 
GPS receivers to 
record the exact 
GPS location of 
your dive site.  This 
free program is 
included with the 
product and you 
are given the 
option to install it.



TransportationTransportation
A Transportation entry might include any boat 
or vehicle that was part of the journey between 
home and your dive location.



ShopsShops

You may enter 
various local Dive 
Shops where you 
purchase your 
equipment, take 
your equipment for 
recommended 
servicing, schedule 
your boat dives or 
multi-day diving 
adventures, or 
enroll in additional 
certification classes.  
You might even 
enter Dive Shops 
where you vacation!



EquipmentEquipmentYour Equipment 
should include all 
equipment you 
currently use or 
have ever used 
when diving.  These 
Equipment records 
and Service records 
may be vital to 
documenting 
insurance claims 
should your 
equipment become 
damaged, lost or 
stolen. 



An "Equipment 
Service Due" 
message is 
displayed 
automatically at 
login to remind 
you of required 
servicing or you 
may print a list 
of approaching 
service dates in 
anticipation of a 
planned diving 
adventure.

Service DueService Due



ChecklistChecklist

Another important feature in ScubaTrak is the ability 
to create checklists for any activity; including pre- or 
post- diving checklists, dive vacation preparation 
checklists, or emergency checklists. 



Notes & ImagesNotes & Images
These may be attached to any record—
buddies, dives, locations, equipment, 
shops, transportation.  

Brief notes on each detail screen are 
indexed and may be queried or 
unlimited notes may be attached.



Image ManagerImage Manager

If you have digital photos, scanned photos, video files or audio files, 
they may be loaded and linked to any feature record — dive, buddy, 
transportation, location, shop or equipment.  Keywords help to 
associate these files with the features.  Imported files are stored 
within the ScubaTrak database and may be queried or emailed.



ScubaSharesScubaShares
ScubaShares, a unique and useful 
utility enabling ScubaTrak users, 
as well as instructors, shops or 
clubs, to share detailed lists of data 
for locations, transportation, 
equipment, buddies, checklists, 
shops and dives.  

A SWP file is created when the 
“share” icon is clicked, causing 
feature data that has been selected 
by one user  to be sent, via email, 
along with a message, to another 
user who may then import the new 
feature data into their own 
ScubaTrak.



ScubaLinksScubaLinks

Add-on modules that enable you 
to simply and efficiently import 
data from your dive 
computer(s)—Cochran, DAN 
DL7 compatible, or ReefNet 
Sensor Pro (delivered).
DEFINE your dive computer 
and its software location.
DOWNLOAD data from your 
dive computer export files. 
READ data into ScubaLink. 
TRANSFER the data into the 
new Dive Detail Screens in 
ScubaTrak.



This is an "addThis is an "add--on" feature that on" feature that 
may be purchased from may be purchased from 
AquaAddicts.  It enables you to AquaAddicts.  It enables you to 
read data from your Analyst read data from your Analyst 
software and import it into new software and import it into new 
Dive Detail Screens in Dive Detail Screens in 
ScubaTrak ScubaTrak or to start the or to start the 
Analyst application.Analyst application.

CochranCochran
ScubaLinkScubaLink



This is an "add-on" 
feature that may be 
purchased separately 
from AquaAddicts.  It 
enables you to read 
data from your dive 
computer software 
and transfer it into 
new Dive Detail 
screens. 

A large percentage of every A large percentage of every 
DAN DL7 ScubaLink sale is DAN DL7 ScubaLink sale is 
donated directly to DAN to donated directly to DAN to 
support their research and support their research and 
rescue efforts in the dive rescue efforts in the dive 
community.

DAN DL7DAN DL7
ScubaLinkScubaLink

community.



SensusSensus
ScubaLink

This default ScubaLink is This default ScubaLink is 
shipped with the product.  It shipped with the product.  It 
reads basic dive datareads basic dive data——time, time, 
depth, and water temperature depth, and water temperature 
from the from the SensusSensus Pro by Pro by 
ReefNetReefNet and transfers it into and transfers it into 
ScubaTrakScubaTrak dive screens.  The dive screens.  The 
SensusSensus Pro is a small, simple Pro is a small, simple 
inexpensive data tracker that inexpensive data tracker that 
attaches directly to the tank as attaches directly to the tank as 
a primary data source for a primary data source for 
beginners or as an auxiliary beginners or as an auxiliary 
one for more advanced divers.

ScubaLink

one for more advanced divers.

Sensus Pro is available from ReefNet (www.reefnet.com) or 
AquaAddicts (www.aqua-addicts.net).

http://www.reefnet.com/


Sort & FilterSort & Filter
You may FILTER 
or SORT any of 
the data in any of 
the List Screens of 
any feature.  An 
example of a 
FILTER is to only 
list your dives 
where and when 
the water was 
warmer than 70 
degrees.



The General Query 
Tool may be used to 
manipulate the data 
you have entered 
into ScubaTrak so 
that it might be 
presented in a 
different manner for 
comparison or 
analysis or exported 
to an application, 
such as Excel, to 
produce a different 
type of document.

General Query ToolGeneral Query Tool



Help Files & GlossaryHelp Files & Glossary

This helpful 
documentation 
is a good road 
map for 
navigating 
through 
ScubaTrak
and a valuable 
aid to refresh 
your memory 
about terms and 
concepts learned 
in your diving 
certification 
classes.



Click on a specific 
field or screen and 
drag this Help 
button over it any 
time you need a 
more information.  
Almost every data 
field and screen is 
context sensitive 
and will reveal the 
glossary definition 
or help page 
appropriate to it.

“Drag Me”“Drag Me” Help ButtonHelp Button



ScubaTrak ScubaTrak DataSheetsDataSheets

When you purchase ScubaTrak 
you receive a laminated set of the 
classic Buddy, Location, Dive, 
and Transportation DataSheets.  
These sheets make accumulating 
dive data so easy and intuitive 
following your dive, even when 
you are still wet because they are 
waterproof!  You’ll need to be out 
of the water for a while anyway; 
why not put your time to good 
use so that you may accurately 
record and recall the details of 
this dive and this experience in 
the years ahead. 

When you take a moment to input 
the dive data and the day’s events 
into ScubaTrak all the information 
that you need is "finger-tip" ready 
on the data sheets, or your dive 
computer, or your camera and you 
are able to record it quickly, easily, 
and completely.



ScubaTrakScubaTrak is a quality dive product from 
Aqua Addicts Inc.  Learn more about us at

www.aquawww.aqua--addicts.netaddicts.net..

http://www.aqua-addicts.net/
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